Compostable Waste Guide

**FOOD WASTE** *(100% of food is accepted into Organicycle bin.)*
Meat, Fish, Dairy, Fruit, Vegetables, Shells, Bones, Grains... any and all food.

**YARD/PLANT WASTE** *(All yard waste is accepted into your Organicycle bin.)*
Plants & flowers, landscape vegetation, dirt/soil, yard waste, grass, leaves, paper bags, Christmas trees, untreated wood scraps.

**PAPER WASTE** *(All paper/paper-based material is accepted into your Organicycle bin.)*
Coffee filters, paper towel/napkins, tea bags, soiled paper, kitchen & bathroom paper, paper containers, paper plates, milk/ juice cartons, cereal boxes, shredded paper, waxed cardboard, junk mail.

No plastic, aluminum, metal, rubber, styrofoam, rubber, glass, ceramics or any other non-organic material please.